Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling a special kind of mixed data-parallel applications arising in the context of continuous integration. Continuous integration (CI) is a software engineering technique, which consists in rebuilding and testing interdependent software components as soon as developers modify them. The CI tool is able to provide quick feedback to the developers, which allows them to fix the bug soon after it has been introduced. The CI process can be described as a DAG where nodes represent package build tasks, and edges represent dependencies among these packages; build tasks themselves can in turn be run in parallel. Thus, CI can be viewed as a mixed data-parallel application. A crucial point for a successful CI process is its ability to provide quick feedback. Thus, makespan minimization is the main goal. Our contribution is twofold. First we provide and analyze a large dataset corresponding to a build DAG. Second, we compare the performance of several scheduling heuristics on this dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous integration [1] , [2] (CI) is a simple idea, that is widely used in software development: as soon as a software component is modified, the CI tools rebuilds it, runs its test suite, and notifies developers of the build status, allowing them to quickly rectify bugs. Widespread CI tools include Jenkins [3] , Hudson [4] , and CruiseControl [5] . In a collaborative project, it is crucial to detect bugs as soon as possible.
The value of a CI process lies in its ability to provide quick feedback to developers, as they are more likely to understand and fix bugs that when they are uncovered quickly. Therefore, parallelism is a natural solution to improve the efficiency of the process.
In the context of CI, parallelism comes into two flavors. First, the overall process can be seen as a DAG, where nodes correspond to package builds and edges correspond to dependencies among packages. The compilation of a package must complete before the compilation of packages that use it, and if a package is built on a machine, then it has to download the packages it depends on.
Second, most build tasks can in turn run in parallel on a multi-core machine. This is because each package has a build system-e.g., using makefiles or Ant-that describes a DAG of fine-grain build tasks, and build tools can exploit it to launch this build tasks in parallel-e.g., GNU Make's -j option. As we will see, the efficiency of parallelization of elementary tasks varies from package to package. We will therefore rely on the moldable task model to model parallel tasks (see [6] for a complete survey on parallel task models), where for each task, the processing time of the task is given for each number of cores on which it may run. Therefore, CI can be thought of as a mixed data-parallel application [7] , [8] , [9] . The scheduling problem for mixedparallel tasks consists in deciding which compute resources should perform which task and when, so as to optimize a given metric such as the overall execution time-i.e., the makespan. For mixed data-parallel applications, the main difficulty is to decide whether to allocate more cores to run tasks faster, or to run more tasks in parallel. This question does not have an obvious answer for general task graphs. Therefore, it is of interest to concentrate on a specific application domain and on a specific dataset.
Our contribution in this paper is twofold
• First, we analyze and make available [10] to the community of large dataset that is a good representative of the task graphs arising in the context of CI and we provide a simulation tool (namely Hubble [10] to perform more experimentations. Hubble is based on SimGrid [11] . The dataset consists both in the DAG of tasks and in the moldability results for the tasks themselves. Making such a dataset available to the scheduling community is important, since it enables to compare several algorithms and heuristics in a realistic context, without relying on random DAGs generators. Moreover, this example shows that the CI DAGs have specific characteristics that strongly influence the algorithms: the overall communication volume is relatively small with respect to computations, the tasks on the critical path represent more than 10of the overall computation volume,... Another important point is that several compilation artifacts are used at many places in the DAG, therefore showing the interest of scheduling algorithms that take into account the fact that tasks share files, such as proposed in [12] , [13] .
• Second, we propose and compare the performance of several algorithms and heuristics devoted to schedule CI DAGs. For instance, we propose an algorithm to deal with tasks sharing files, although the small amount of communications makes its influence of the overall scheduling time relatively small. We also show that, if we consider that compilation tasks are sequentiali.e., not moldable-it is relatively easy to reach the optimal time (the length of the critical path), even with relatively few processors. On the other hand, we show that taking the moldability of tasks into account enables to decrease significantly the CI makespan. In the context of CI, it is also reasonable to assume that CI tasks are run on a IAAS Cloud. Therefore, our study can also be used in order to dimension how many resources should be reserved to run the CI task at optimal cost.
To model contentions, we rely on the bounded multiport model, that has already been advocated by Hong et al. [14] for task scheduling on heterogeneous platforms. In this model, node P i can serve any number of clients P j simultaneously, provided that its outgoing bandwidth is not exceeded by the sum of the bandwidths allocated to the communications it is involved in. Similarly, P j can simultaneously receive messages from any set of clients P i provided that its incoming bandwidth is not exceeded. This corresponds well to modern network infrastructure, where each communication is associated to a TCP connection. This model strongly differs from the traditional one-port model used in the scheduling literature, where connections are made in exclusive mode: the server can communicate with a single client at any time-step. It is worth noting that several QoS mechanisms available in modern operating systems, enable a prescribed sharing of the bandwidth [15] , [16] , [17] . Therefore, the bounded multiport model encompasses the benefits of both bounded multi-port model and oneport model. It enables several communications to take place simultaneously and practical implementation is achieved using TCP QoS mechanisms.
In this paper, we will concentrate on dynamic (on-line) algorithms. Indeed, we have observed that the time needed to perform a task, especially in the multi-core context, varies from one experiment to another. Therefore, we cannot assume that processing times of moldable compilation tasks are known exactly and we will only rely on scheduling algorithms that make their decision at runtime, depending on the available resources (idle cores), the set of ready tasks (tasks whose all dependencies have been resolved) and the (possibly static) priorities that have been assigned to the tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works. Section III presents the software distribution Nixpkgs and the DAG of packages extracted from this distribution. The shape and the moldability of this DAG is also studied. Section IV compares the efficiency of several scheduling heuristics on Nixpkgs DAG. The paper concludes with Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling a mixed data-parallel task graphs under a realistic model for communication contentions. Parallel tasks models have been introduced in order to deal with the complexity of explicitly scheduling communications and have been first advocated in [18] . In the most general setting, a parallel task comes with its completion time on any number of resources (see [19] , [20] , [21] and references therein for complete surveys). The tasks may be either rigid (when the number of processors for executing a dedicated code is fixed), moldable (when the number of processors is fixed for the whole execution, but may take several values) or malleable [22] (when the number of processors may change during the execution due to preemptions).
Static scheduling algorithms with guaranteed performance for scheduling applications structured as mixed data-parallel task graphs have been developed in the case of a single homogeneous parallel computing platform, such as a cluster in [23] , [24] and have been later extended to multi-clusters in [7] , [8] , [25] . It is worth noting that if communication costs on the edges are neglected and if all tasks have the same moldability profile, then it is possible to find the optimal schedule in polynomial time [26] . Above works do not take contentions of communications in account. The problem DAG scheduling with contentions under a realistic communication model (but sequential tasks only) has been first considered in [27] .
III. NIXPKGS MIXED DATA-PARALLEL BUILD TASK GRAPH
In this section we first present Nixpkgs distribution. We then explain how the build process of the whole distribution can be modeled as a DAG. Then, we study the shape of the DAG and the moldability of the tasks of the DAG-i.e., of the packages of the distribution. The complete dataset can be found on the Hubble web page [10] .
A. Nixpkgs, Nix, and Hydra
The DAG of tasks used in our experiments is a part of Nixpkgs, a software distribution used as the basis of the NixOS GNU/Linux distribution [28] . Nixpkgs is both a description of the DAG of packages of the distribution-i.e., the dependencies among them-and the set of build scripts necessary to build these packages. In turn, these packages can be built using the Nix package manager [29] .
Build results are stored in the Nix store, a special directory in the file system. There is a direct, deterministic mapping between a build task (build script and set of build inputs) and the name of its result in the Nix store. Thus, the Nix store can be seen as a build cache: build results can be reused whenever they are needed, without having to perform the build again and the directory where they are stored can be easily determined.
The Hydra continuous integration system is built on top of Nix [30] . Hydra is notably deployed on a heterogeneous cluster at TU Delft 1 , currently consisting of two 48-core machines and three 8-core machines running GNU/Linux, as well as two dual-core machines and three VMs running other operating systems. A Hydra instance at Inria runs on a smaller, but similarly heterogeneous cluster 2 .
The Hydra instance at TU Delft continuously builds several large free software projects, in particular Nixpkgs. By continuously building the packages defined in Nixpkgs, it allows developers of the distribution to quickly spot package integration issues. For instance, changing part of the standard environment (known as stdenv) such as the C compiler or C library triggers a rebuild of all its successors in the DAG; thus, it can be quickly determined if a change in stdenv lead to a build failure.
Nix and Hydra currently rely on naive greedy scheduling strategies. Within Nix, libstore topologically sorts the build DAG and then executes tasks in this order. When a build task is ready, it is submitted to the build hook, which, by default, submits it to one of the participating machines or declines it. In the latter case, the task is scheduled locally. In the former case, the build hook copies all necessary build inputs to the target machine, so that the build can actually take place.
Optionally, Nix can exploit parallelism within a build task: if a package uses a makefile-based build system, then Nix can be told to run GNU Make with its -jN option, which instructs it to launch up to N jobs in parallel, as permitted by the sub-DAG described in each makefile.
B. Extraction of the DAG of Mixed Data-Parallel Tasks
Here we explain how we have computed the DAG of mixed data-parallel tasks that models the Nixpkgs Distri-1 Hydra instance at TU Delft: http://hydra.nixos.org 2 Hydra instance at Inria: http://hydra.bordeaux.inria.fr bution.
For each package (that is, each node of the DAG), the size is obtained by actually building the package and measuring the on-disk size of the build output.
Likewise, the sequential time is the observed build time, and the parallel build times are obtained when trying to exploit parallelism within the task using GNU Make with the -jN , for several values of N > 1. Given that package build tasks are deterministic, these build times are reproducible.
A
Nixpkgs contains depencies information on build packages:
• The direct dependencies, that is the least of packages needed to build the packages.
• The residual run-time dependencies of each node. Typically, the set of direct dependencies needed at run-time by a build is a subset of the dependencies required to build it; for instance, a package's build process may require a compiler and a parser generator, but these are no longer needed at run-time when using the package.
Thus, for any node of the DAG, its actual dependencies are the union of its direct dependencies and the transitive closure of their run-time dependencies. The size of a dependency is given by the size of build output of the source of the dependency.
C. DAG Characteristics
The Nixpkgs DAG (revision 31312) of build tasks has the following characteristics:
• it consists of 7,361 nodes, 38% of which are sources such as source tarballs, build scripts, and patches; • 198,637 edges-27 times the number of nodes;
• a sequential build of the whole DAG on a 2.8 GHz machine takes 100 hours; • a complete build produces 36 GiB of data (this excludes source tarballs, patches, etc.); • the total volume of dependencies is 2,302 GiB; • 96% of the nodes have a build result greater than 8 KiB;
• speedup information is available for 86% of the build tasks; these build tasks correspond to 52% of the total amount of computation; some of the packages failed to build with -jN for N > 1, for instance because of errors in the build system, preventing packages that depend on it to build, hence this percentage; • the critical path consists of 33 packages and its duration is 6 hours and 47 minutes, when build tasks are themselves performed sequentially.
We expect these characteristics to be typical of GNU/Linux distributions.
These characteristics strongly influence the relative importance of computations and communications. Indeed, performing all the transfers corresponding to all the dependencies sequentially (which is a very pessimistic assumption) only takes 8 hours (on a GiB Ethernet LAN) whereas the total computation volume is about 100 hours. Our intuition is that this ratio of computation to data transfer volume is typical of continuous integration DAGs.
Another important piece of information is the "shape" of the DAG. The Nixpkgs DAG starts with a mostly-sequential sequence of build tasks, which corresponds to the tasks that contribute to bootstrapping the standard build environment (known as stdenv), that contains the C library and the C compiler, along with build tools such as GNU Make and utilities like GNU Coreutils and Perl. The stdenv build is followed by a fork, which corresponds to the fact that stdenv is a prerequisite for all the remaining build tasks. The stdenv build phase is obviously on the critical path. A similar fork/join pattern occurs close at the other end of the DAG, with the Qt library and KDE support libraries from which many applications depend.
D. Moldability
After analyzing the topology of the DAG, we now turn to the moldability of the nodes. We can see from Figure 1 that 50% of packages are purely sequential. Few package build processes are slower with -jN option. The other packages have quite different speedup values.
We now assume that each package follows the Amdahl's law: the time T (n) to build a package on n cores is equal to T (1).((1 − α) + α/n), where α is the fraction of the task that can be run perfectly in parallel. We performed a linear regression to estimate the α. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of the parameter α for the tasks for which we have measures for at least 3 different values of n and whose sequential duration is larger than 300s. We can see that 45% of tasks are purely sequential and 40% of tasks have a perfectly parallel fraction greater than 80%. The mean value of α is 0.4. The vast majority of packages in Nixpkgs are built using makefiles, so they should potentially benefit from parallel builds with make -j. Yet, our measurements show that many package builds do not scale well. There are mainly two explanations:
• In general, package build tasks start with a purely sequential phase, often corresponding to a ./configure run. When the make phase itself has a duration comparable to the configure phase, the build task as a whole does not scale well.
• Many packages rely on recursive makefiles, which limits make's ability to parallelize the build task to individual directories [31] .
Tackling the two above problems is out of the scope of this paper. We collected speedup information for 40% of the build tasks. For those build tasks lacking speedup information, we use the following estimation: build tasks shorter than 300 sec. are considered purely sequential, and others are assumed to follow Amdalh's law with α = 0.4. From this, we are able to predict what can be expected if we allow to use at most k cores per task. Table I summarizes this information by displaying for each possible number of cores per node (N = 1, 2, . . . , 16) the length of the critical path and the overall computation time if an infinite number of N -cores nodes were available. Using only one core per task, it is not possible to build a schedule with a makespan lower than 6 hours and 47 minutes. As the ratio between the total volume of computation and the critical path length is 14.7, at least 15 cores are necessary to achieve performance close to this bound.
If we allow to run each task on at most 2 cores, 5 hours and 6 minutes is a lower bound on the makespan. Moreover if we use exactly two cores per task, at least 30 cores are necessary to achieve performance close to this bound.
If we allow to use at most 16 cores per task, the critical path length drops to 4 hours and 6 minutes.
IV. EXPERIMENTATIONS
In this section we compare the performance of several heuristics based on HEFT algorithm [32] on multi-cores machines connected with a Ethernet network.
A. Scheduling Heuristics
In all the algorithms we consider, tasks are ordered according to their upward rank-i.e., the length of the longest path from the task to any other task, the length of a path being the sum of the computation cost of the tasks of the path. Tasks are scheduled in the non increasing order of their upward rank.
We consider one static algorithm and three dynamic algorithms. The static algorithm assigns a priori tasks to cores. Dynamic algorithms run the simulation and, as soon as there are idle cores and ready tasks-i.e., tasks such that all the packages they depend on are done-it schedules the task with the highest priority (according to the upward rank order) to one or several cores. Note that the dynamic algorithms we consider can schedule a task on one or several idle cores, even if this task could finish earlier if scheduled on another machine that is currently busy.
The considered algorithms are the following ones:
• HEFT (static). This heuristic assigns the task to the core that minimizes the finish time of the task (knowing that the previous tasks are already scheduled).
• HEFT (dynamic). While there are ready tasks and idle cores do: schedule the highest priority (considering the upward-rank) ready task on the core that minimizes its finish time.
The next two heuristics use the moldability of tasks:
• MHEFT (dynamic). While there are ready tasks and idle cores do: schedule the first ready task on the smallest set of idle cores on the same machine that minimizes its finish time.
• 2-CORES (dynamic). While there are ready tasks and idle cores do: schedule the first ready task on a couple of idle cores of a machine that minimize its finish time. This algorithm works only on platforms with machines with an even number of cores.
Many other heuristics have been proposed in the literature. Nevertheless, we believe that these four heuristics well represent what can be achieved in the context of Continuous Integration, given the characteristics of the DAG and the parallel profile of the tasks.
When a package artifact generated on a machine M 1 is used by another package on another machine M 2 , this artifact must be transfered from M 1 to M 2 . Here, we consider that if an artifact that has been transfered on a machine, it will remain available for the other packages (there is no need to transfer again the same file). This cache system does not change the performance of static scheduling algorithm when no contention occurs. But when we consider dynamic scheduling algorithm or take contentions into account, this has an impact on the makespan of produced schedules. On the considered dataset (and by extension in the context of CI), the cache system is quite convenient since each generated file is used on average (and therefore potentially downloaded) 24 times.
Finally, let us note that even when the considered platforms are homogeneous, the choice of the machine on which the task will be scheduled is not driven only by the number of idle cores. It is also driven by the repartition of artifacts needed by a given tasks. Hence if several machines have one idle core, the task will be scheduled on the machine that minimizes the task completion time, taking transfers into account.
B. Target systems
Experimentations were performed using the SimGrid 3.5 simulator [11] . The platforms we have considered are multicore machines connected by a GiB Ethernet network (with an effective bandwidth of 81MiB/s). The power of each cores is 91.5 GFlop/s. These settings correspond to typical clusters used for CI, such as those described in Section III-A.
C. Results
The first question we try to answer is: what is the smallest number of processors such that the makespan is roughly equal to the critical path length? Since communications are negligible compared with computation, such lower bound may almost be reached. Since the critical path length is 14.7 times smaller than the overall volume of computations, at least 15 cores are needed. As shown in Figure 3 , only 20 to cores are in fact needed by HEFT (dynamic) algorithm to reach this bound whereas HEFT (static) doesn't reach this bound with 24 cores. Concretely, with only 2 of the 3 opto-cores used in Delft, the same level of reactivity of the CI server can be achieved using a quite straightforward heuristic. To obtain better reactivity, the moldability of tasks needs to be taken into account. If we allow tasks to run on at most 2 cores, then the theoretical bound on the makespan drops to 5 hours and 6 minutes. As shown in Figure 4 , this result is achieved using 40 cores only. MHEFT seems even better since almost the same performance is achieved with only 28 cores. The main drawback of MHEFT is that it only makes use idle cores. Hence if a parallel task becomes ready when there is only one idle core, this task will be schedule on this single core.
Performances could be improved using static mixed parallel scheduling heuristics (see for instance [7] ). However using static heuristics can be efficient only when it is possible to predict accurately the duration of tasks. This last assumption is not realistic when several applications run on the cluster on which the CI server is running.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling DAGs obtained in the context of Continuous Integration. Our contribution is the analysis of the characteristics of a large DAG corresponding to the packages of the software distribution Nixpkgs. Continuous Integration is a very attractive application for both practical and theoretical studies on DAG Scheduling. Indeed, its practical importance is clear and the natural optimization function, so as to detect bugs as soon as possible, is makespan minimization. The process can be described as a mixed data-parallel application, where the volume of communications can in practice be neglected so that efficient approximation algorithms can be derived. In this paper, we have shown that basic scheduling heuristics can achieve quasi-optimal makespan at the price of using slightly more cores, but there is still room for improvement, both to design better algorithms and to theoretically justify why basic heuristics perform well. 
